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Abstract—Current state-of-the-art approaches for transferring
deep-learning models trained in simulation either rely on highly
realistic simulations or employ randomization techniques to
bridge the reality gap. However, such strategies do not scale
well for complex robotic tasks; highly-realistic simulations are
computationally expensive and hard to implement, while randomization techniques become sample-inefficient as the complexity
of the task increases. In this paper, we propose a procedure for
training on incremental simulations in a continual learning setup.
We analyze whether such setup can help to reduce the training
time for complex tasks and improve the sim2real transfer. For
the experimental analysis, we develop a simulation platform that
can serve as a training environment and as a benchmark for
continual and reinforcement learning sim2real approaches.
Index Terms—simulation, sim2real, reality gap, continual
learning, robotics

I. I NTRODUCTION
Current deep-learning-based models show impressive results
in simulations, as they win in video games [1], outperform the
world champion in the game of Go [2], or develop creative
strategies for multi-agent hide-and-seek environments [3].
However, the success in applying such models to control
real robots is limited. For example, real-world training of
a data-driven model, as in [4], is impractical or impossible
in many cases where environments are dynamic or resources
are limited. Training in simulation, on the other hand, faces
with the reality gap problem when the model is transferred
to the real world. To bridge the reality gap, current stateof-the-art methods use either highly realistic simulations or
randomization strategies. As the tasks get more complex, such
strategies do not scale well. For instance, highly-realistic simulations of a complex task become computationally expensive
and harder to develop, while randomization approaches need
exponentially more training samples with the linear increase of
randomization parameters due to increasing task complexity.
On the other hand, different continual learning approaches [5]
allow incremental learning and reusing of skills from learned
to novel tasks and adaptation to dynamic environments. In
this paper, we analyze whether incremental simulations can
be combined in a continual learning manner to address the
problem of scalability and facilitate the real-world transfer of
the simulation-trained model.
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II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
Training in simulation for robotic control and the reality gap
problem have been addressed in many earlier works [6]–[9]. In
this section we focus only on recent approaches that employ
deep learning architectures.
The approaches that are introduced in [10], [11] aim at
precise reproduction of the relevant real-world phenomena in
simulation. For instance, in [10] the authors trained a 7-DOF
robotic arm in simulation for locating and grasping a cube by
adjusting the simulation to resemble the real world as closely
as possible. However, matching and correctly simulating all
relevant real-world phenomena is often complicated to achieve.
Instead, other approaches [12]–[15], rely on randomization
of the important simulation parameters during model training
to increase model robustness and minimize the effect of the
mismatch between simulation and real world. For example, in
[12] the authors trained a robotic arm to perform a pushing
task by randomizing the physical properties of the robot
and the dynamics of the simulation. Similarly, in [13] the
authors employed domain randomization to create millions
of unrealistically-appearing training images for robust object
localization in a robotic grasping task. In the same direction,
James et al. [15] combined the domain randomization technique with a generative model to facilitate the learning of a
more complex task, like grasping of an unknown object with
a robotic arm.
Most of the above-mentioned approaches employ domain
adaptation, where the model trained in simulation is finetuned on the real robot as a final step in order to improve
its performance. This two-stage training can be framed as a
continual learning problem by considering the same robotic
task in simulation and in the real world as two separate tasks
to solve. For example, in [16] the authors first trained a model
for a reaching task in simulation, and then reused the features
from the first model to train a second model in the real world.
They reported that due to the reusability of the skills learned
in simulation, the additional training steps in the real world
are drastically decreased.
III. M ETHODOLOGY AND E XPERIMENTS
Considering domain adaptation as a continual learning problem, we propose incremental simulations of several manipulation tasks to facilitate the learning of a more complex task
and smoothly transfer the learned policy in simulation to the
real robot. In this setup, a model like [17] can be trained using

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for training and testing.

curriculum or continual learning. For example, starting from a
simple task like reaching, the manipulator is trained on tasks
with increasing difficulty, while reusing the features of the
previously learned tasks, as shown in Figure 1a). Alternatively,
the model can be trained on simulations with increasing level
of realism, starting from simplified meshes and unrealistic
renderings and enhancing the simulation towards more precise
physics and photo-realistic rendering, as shown in Figure 1b).
The two incremental approaches can also be combined to
provide speed-realism tradeoffs during training.
Different training strategies will be evaluated in order to
gather data for exploratory analysis. The results from the analysis will be used to propose model changes or more efficient
simulation training strategies for complex manipulation tasks
in the real world. To objectively evaluate the transfer to the
real robot, an experiment like the one described in Figure 1c is
planned. Here, the model is trained to perform a complex task
on incremental simulations. Afterwards, it is tested in simulation first, on previously unseen scenarios and the performance
of the model is measured (condition I) to serve as a baseline.
The same simulation test scenarios are carefully recreated
in the real world, while taking special care to minimize
confounding variables, like different initial conditions. The
performance in the real world is also measured (condition
II) and compared to the performance in the simulation. This
way, the difference in performance which is due to the reality
gap can be quantified to see whether and to what extent the
incremental simulations help in bridging the reality gap. The
incremental simulations approach will also be compared with
existing techniques, like domain randomization, to see whether
it can provide improvements for complex manipulation tasks.
To implement the experimental setup, we are developing
a simulation platform that can support different robotic manipulation tasks, like reaching, pushing, picking, placing, or
stacking with a Kuka™ robotic manipulator [18], which is
commonly used in current research. The simulation platform
is developed using the Unity™ game engine [19], in order
to provide GPU-accelerated physics calculations and highlyrealistic rendering. To ensure a high degree of interconnectivity

with the environment, we employ same interfaces as OpenAI
Gym [20]. In addition, as the simulation platform focuses
on real-world transfer, it supports techniques like domain
and dynamics randomization and interfaces to the robot for
easily switching from simulation to real world. The simulation
platform and the real robots used in the experiments are
presented in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. The simulation platform and the real robots. Upper left: Simple
simulation environment for a reaching task. Upper right: Top-down view of
matrix of simulation environments running in parallel. Bottom Left: Simulation of highly-realistic rendering and physics. Bottom right: The Kuka™ iiwa
manipulators [18] used in the experiments.

IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
The experimental results of this paper should contribute
to better understanding of whether and to what extent continual learning on incremental simulations can improve the
training process and the sim2real transfer for complex robotic
manipulation tasks. Furthermore, even though there are many
different simulation platforms available, very few tackle realworld transfer and allow objective evaluation and experiment
reproducability of sim2real approaches. In order to facilitate
research, we plan to provide the simulation platform as a
benchmark for comparison of continual and (hierarchical)
reinforcement learning models in sim2real transfer.
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